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Preface

About This Guide
This guide is for RSA® Archer™ eGRC Suite administrators that need to install the
RSA Archer Issue Management 4 solution. It is designed to be used with the
RSA Archer eGRC Platform Administrator Guide portfolio.

This guide assumes that the reader is knowledgeable about the eGRC industry and
the RSA Archer eGRC Suite.

RSA Archer eGRC Platform Documentation Set
For information about the RSA Archer eGRC Platform 5.3, see the following
documentation:

Guide Description

Administrator Guide Provides administrators with a system overview,
guidelines for navigating, and detailed instructions
for key tasks.

Control Panel Guide Provides administrators with instructions for
completing tasks in the release.

Installation Guide Provides administrators the details of the steps
required to plan for, prepare, install, configure, grant
access to, and test the release.

Release Notes Provides administrators a detailed listing of new
features, fixed issues, and known issues at the time
of the current release.

User Guide Provides end users with guidelines for navigating,
detailed instructions for key tasks, and information
about using communication tools.

Web Services API Reference
Guide

Provides IT managers and programmers a list of the
available web services for programmatically
interfacing with the release. This guide provides
formatting guidelines for field results, field inputs,
and search inputs, and provides sample code for
searching, adding and updating users, and updating
assets.
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Access the documentation from the Documents page on the RSA Archer
Community at https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_
ecosystem/rsa_archer.

RSA Archer Issue Management Documentation Set
For information about the RSA Archer Issue Management solution, see the
following documentation:

Guide Description

Release Notes Introduces the RSA Archer Issue Management solution, lists
the documentation available, and provides information for
obtaining support and service.

Overview Guide Introduces the RSA Archer Issue Management solution and
provides information about the solution, any subsolutions,
and the applications.

Installation Guide Provides administrators with instructions to install the
solution.

Practitioner Guide Provides design information about the solution and a use
case highlighting how the solution works.

You can access the RSA Archer Issue Management documentation from the
Documents page on the RSA Archer Exchange at
https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer_
exchange.

RSA Archer Issue Management Data Dictionary
The RSA Archer Issue Management Data Dictionary contains configuration
information for the solution, including the user groups and access roles that must be
created.

You can obtain the Data Dictionary for the solution by contacting your RSA Archer
Account Representative or calling 1-888-539-EGRC.

Support and Service

Customer Support
Information

http://www.emc.com/support/rsa/contact/phone-
numbers.htm
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Customer Support E-mail archersupport@rsa.com

RSA Archer Community https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_
ecosystem/rsa_archer

RSA Archer Exchange https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_
ecosystem/rsa_archer_exchange

The Community enables collaboration among eGRC clients, partners, and product
experts. Members actively share ideas, vote for product enhancements, and discuss
trends that help guide the RSA Archer product roadmap.

The Exchange is an online marketplace dedicated to supporting eGRC initiatives.
The Exchange brings together on-demand applications along with service, content,
and integration providers to fuel the success of RSA Archer clients.
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RSA Archer Issue Management 4 Solution

Introduction
This guide contains the following sections:

l RSA Archer Issue Management 4 Solution

l RSA Archer Issue Management Solution Applications

l Exception Requests Application

l Findings Application

l Remediation Plans Application

l Policy Change Requests Application

RSA Archer Issue Management 4 Solution
The RSA Archer Issue Management 4 solution allows users to identify and assign
responsibility for the gaps, issues, and deficiencies identified by a risk and
compliance program. Users can document these items in the Findings application,
which is pre-configured with the relationships to various components of the RSA
Archer eGRC Platform, including risks, questionnaires, policies, and authoritative
sources. The Remediation Plans application allows users to document and assign
responsibility for corrective actions that address findings, while the Exception
Requests application allows users to grant temporary acceptance of an identified
risk. The Policy Change Requests application allows users to recommend policy
changes based on reviews from threat assessments or regulatory news and issues.

The RSA Archer Issue Management 4 solution is included in the following
RSA Archer solutions, but is packaged separately:

l RSA Archer Audit Management

l RSA Archer Business Continuity Management

l RSA Archer Compliance Management

l RSA Archer Incident Management

l RSA Archer Policy Management

l RSA Archer Risk Management

l RSA Archer Threat Management

l RSA Archer Vendor Management

To download the solution, go to the Applications Exchange page on the RSA Archer
Exchange at https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_
ecosystem/rsa_archer_exchange.
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RSA Archer Issue Management Solution Applications
The RSA Archer Issue Management 4 solution contains four applications:

l Exception Requests

l Findings

l Remediation Plans

l Policy Change Requests

Using the RSA Archer eGRC Platform, you can also create questionnaires or
assessments that can be used in conjunction with all four applications.

Exception Requests Application
The Exception Requests application allows you to manage the process of granting,
denying, and expiring exceptions to policies and control standards. Through the
built-in workflow, the application enables you to ensure that all exceptions are
properly reviewed. You can also report on exceptions across the enterprise,
monitoring them by control, department, or severity, to visualize the impact of
policy exceptions on the business and its compliance posture.

Exception Requests Sub-forms
The Exception Requests application contains one sub-form, Exception Requests
Extensions. Refer to the Data Dictionary of the associated solution for a list of field
names, types, and functions that are described in the sub-forms.

Exception Requests Data Driven Events
Data driven events (DDEs) are powerful elements that react dynamically to data
conditions or values in the Platform allowing you to more easily control page
layouts, conditionally filter or set field values based on the state of content, and
generate email notifications. For information, see the Data Driven Events section of
the RSA Archer eGRC Platform Administrator Guide portfolio.

Exception Requests Application Notifications
The Notifications feature in the Platform enables administrators to configure e-mail
notifications that end users in the organization may receive. For more information
see the Notifications section of the RSA Archer eGRC Platform Administrator
Guide portfolio.
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Findings Application
The Findings application documents individual control gaps or risks for a specific
scope or target of the threat assessment. Findings can be managed centrally within
the Findings application or associated with remediation plans to track the actual
task of closing the findings.

Remediation Plans Application
The purpose of a remediation plan is to provide users with an actionable and
repeatable plan to respond to issues found during an audit or assessment. The
Remediation Plans application allows you to centrally manage multiple findings and
track remediation costs and timeframes. Relating multiple findings in the context of
remediation plans eases the process of identifying larger issues and supports
informed decision making.

Remediation Plans Application Data Driven Events
Data driven events (DDEs) are powerful elements that react dynamically to data
conditions or values in the Platform allowing you to more easily control page
layouts, conditionally filter or set field values based on the state of content, and
generate email notifications. For information, see the Data Driven Events section of
the RSA Archer eGRC Platform Administrator Guide portfolio.

Policy Change Requests Application
The Policy Change Requests application allows you to document proposed changes
to company policies. You can recommend policy changes based on reviews from
threat assessments or regulatory news and issues. The Policy Change Requests
application does not contain sub-forms.

Policy Change Requests Application Data Driven Events
Data driven events (DDEs) are powerful elements that react dynamically to data
conditions or values in the Platform allowing you to more easily control page
layouts, conditionally filter or set field values based on the state of content, and
generate email notifications. For information, see the Data Driven Events section of
the RSA Archer eGRC Platform Administrator Guide portfolio.

Policy Change Requests Application Notifications
The Notifications feature in the Platform enables administrators to configure e-mail
notifications that end users in the organization may receive.For more information
see the Notifications section of the RSA Archer eGRC Platform Administrator
Guide portfolio.
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